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The Limits of a Success Story: Fair Trade  
and the History of Postcolonial Globalization1

Peter van Dam

Comparativ | Zeitschrift für Globalgeschichte und vergleichende Gesellschaftsforschung 25 (2015) Heft 1, S. 62–77.

ABSTRACT 

Die Geschichte des Fair Trade ist Gegenstand einer erregten Debatte mit unterschiedlichen 
Meinungen über die Ideale, Ziele und Verbündeten einer Bewegung, die in den letzten Jahren 
einen deutlich sichtbaren Erfolg erlebt hat. Die jüngere Geschichtsschreibung verändert das 
herkömmliche Narrativ von einem rezenten und plötzlichen Erfolg. Sie richtet ihre Aufmerk-
samkeit auf die Beziehungen des Fair Trade zu einer breiteren Tradition des Konsumentenakti-
vismus, auf seine verschiedenen Mittel und Ziele und auf die Netzwerke, in denen er wirksam 
wird. Ein Überblick über die neuere Historiographie zeigt, dass die Geschichte des Fair Trade 
durch eine Verlagerung der Betonung weg von der angeblichen Wasserscheide der Bewegung 
in den späten �980er Jahren auf ein sachlicheres und nuancierteres Bild wertvolle Einblicke in 
den postkolonialen Aspekt der Nachkriegsglobalisierung erbringt. Indem Fair Trade als Versuch 
gedeutet wird, zu einer postkolonialen Weltordnung zu gelangen, gestattet die Geschichte des 
Fair Trade-Aktivismus einen einzigartigen Blick darauf, wie „postkoloniale Globalisierung“ Ge-
stalt annahm.

1. Introduction

� The author would like to thank Matthew Anderson, Valerio Verrea and Ruben Quaas for making manuscripts 
of as of yet unpublished work available for this review. Matthew Anderson will publish a revised version of his 
dissertation as: A History of Fair Trade in Contemporary Britain: From Civil Society Campaigns to Corporate Com-
pliance with Palgrave MacMillan in 20�5, whereas Quaas’ dissertation Fair Trade: Eine global-lokale Geschichte 
am Beispiel des Kaffees has recently appeared at Böhlau Verlag. Insightful comments on earlier versions of this 
text by Wouter van Dis, Bram Mellink and Keir Plaice were much appreciated.
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Fair trade is a hot topic. As sales figures for fair trade products have continued to rise 
through the recent economic crisis, a broad audience is interested in the historic roots of 
this currently successful movement.2 The history of fair trade can also be termed ‘hot’, be-
cause it is very much caught up in the present. It is not the object of cooled off, detached 
attempts to analyze it, but the battleground for heated debates about the future of the 
movement.3 The spirited fair trade movement is as divided as ever over defining its ideals, 
goals and potential allies, and as a result, interpretations of its history have been caught 
up in these divisions. In particular, history is invoked to claim the remarkable success of 
fair trade since the late 1980s, which is then either greeted as a remarkable breakthrough 
or depreciated as the cause of the demise of purer forms of fair trade activism. 
The emerging historiography on fair trade has challenged this notion of a watershed in 
fair trade history during the 1980s. In reviewing recent research on fair trade history, 
I will argue that these challenges provide an opportunity to reconsider the historical 
relevance of fair trade. Regarded as an attempt by citizens across the globe to arrive at 
a postcolonial world order, fair trade history provides a unique window on what I will 
call ‘postcolonial globalization’. Older traditions of consumer and development activism 
were reinterpreted within this postcolonial framework, which extends into our present 
day and age. Before outlining this promising perspective, I will explore the limits of fair 
trade’s success story. 

2. Fair Trade: Developing a Story of Success

Fair trade activism emerged during the postwar years as a reaction to global economic 
inequality. As decolonization and a shared critique of Northern economic dominance 
forged a shared sense of identity among countries in Asia, Africa and South-America, 
they channeled their attempts at reform through international governing bodies such 
as the United Nations.4 The resulting negotiations under the auspices of organizations 
such as the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) also 
drew the attention of the public in the North. The insistent pleas for a restructuring of 
the global market by the spokespeople of the Third World and the frustration over the 
lack of progress achieved through these negotiations provided decisive sparks to light the 
fire of fair trade activism in Western European countries. Initiatives to reform the global 
marketplace were especially taken up among groups which were concerned with issues of 
global development since the 1950s. Activists promoted fair trade locally, nationally and 

2 Fairtrade International, Strong Producers, Strong Future: Annual Report 20�3-�4, Bonn 20�4; J.-M. Krier, Fair Trade 
2007: New Facts and Figures from an Ongoing Success Story. A Report on Fair Trade in 33 Consumer Countries, 
Culemborg 2008.

3 C. Lorenz, “Hete geschiedenis”: over de temperatuur van de contemporaine Duitse geschiedenis, in: Tijdschrift 
voor geschiedenis �20 (2007) �, pp. 4–�9.

4 S. Kunkel, Zwischen Globalisierung, Internationalen Organisationen und “global governance”. Eine kurze Ge-
schichte des Nord-Süd-Konflikts in den �960er und �970er Jahren, in: Vierteljahrshefte für Zeitgeschichte 60 
(20�2) 4, pp. 555–577.
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internationally by selling products to provide financial aid and to raise awareness among 
citizens, through boycotts and informational campaigns, and by lobbying politicians and 
pressuring companies. Recently, the quick expansion of fair trade sales through ‘main-
stream’ outlets has especially drawn the attention of both scholars and a wider public.
Most publications concerning fair trade history are situated right at the borders of his-
toriography. Next to retrospective works by members of the movement5, the movement 
has predominantly drawn the attention of social scientists. Their works roughly divide 
into two categories.6 On the one hand, a growing number of studies are concerned with 
measuring the effectivity of fair trade.7 Such studies can be regarded as a sub-branch 
of impact studies on the practices development, which have come to flourish in recent 
years.8 By and large, they conclude that fair trade does make a difference in the lives of 
producers, albeit oftentimes only a small one. Moreover, they point to the limitations 
of the system, which often leads to producers selling only part of their yields through 
the fair trade system.9 However valuable such studies are in noticing the strengths and 
shortcomings of current practices, their attempts to avoid debates about the morality 
of different forms of co-operation are misleading. By substituting the a priori question 
concerning proper relations between trading partners or between those providing and 
receiving aid for the post hoc question concerning which practice has proven most effec-
tive, this approach all too readily suggests that ‘if it works, it’s good’.10 Thus, it sidesteps 
debates about the morality of different approaches to development while implicitly de-

  5 F. van der Hoff / N. Roozen, Fair trade: het verhaal achter Max Havelaar-koffie, Oké-bananen en Kuyichi-jeans, 
Amsterdam 200�; M. Kocken, Sixty Years of Fair Trade. A Brief History of the Fair Trade Movement, 2006 (http://
www.european-fair-trade-association.org/efta/Doc/History.pdf, accessed November 20, 20�4); J. van der Stelt, 
Since 59: 50 jaar Fair Trade Original, Culemborg 2009; H. Lamb, Fighting the Banana Wars and Other Fairtrade 
Battles: how we Took on the Corporate Giants to Change the World, London 2008; F. Eshuis/J. Harmsen, Handel 
onder voorwaarden: �5 jaar koffie met Max Havelaar Keurmerk, Utrecht 2003; Stichting Max Havelaar, �8 jaar 
Max Havelaar: Fairtrade labelling wordt volwassen, Utrecht 2007; J. Harmsen, 25 jaar Fairtrade Max Havelaar: Van 
koffie tot nu, Utrecht 20�3; J. Harmsen/B. Meindertsma, 25 jaar Fairtrade Max Havelaar: Bananen met toekomst, 
Utrecht 20�3.

  6 Cf. V. Verrea, The Fair Trade Innovation: Tensions Between Ethical Behaviour and Profit, unpublished dissertation, 
University of Leipzig, 20�4, p. �4.

  7 Cf. P. Hoebink et al., The Impact of Coffee Certification on Smallholder Farmers in Kenya, Uganda and Ethiopia, 
Nijmegen 20�4; R. Ruben/R. Fort, The Impact of Fair Trade Certification for Coffee Farmers in Peru, in: World 
Development 40 (20�2) 3, pp. 570-582; R. Ruben / S. Verkaart, Comparing Fair and Responsible Coffee Standards 
in East Africa, in: B. Helmsing/S. Vellema eds., Value chains, Social Inclusion and Economic Development: Con-
trasting Theories and Realities, London 20��, pp. 6�-8�; V. Nelson / A. Martin / J. Ewert, What Difference Can They 
Make? Assessing the Social Impact of Corporate Codes of Practice, in: Development in Practice �5 (2005) 3–4, 
pp. 539–45; J. Valkila / A. Nygren, Impacts of Fair Trade Certification on Coffee Farmers, Cooperatives, and Labor-
ers in Nicaragua, in: Agriculture and Human Values 27 (2009) 3, pp. 32�–33; A. Ohnmacht, Fair Trade and Poverty 
Alleviation: A Critical Analysis on the Impact of Fair Trade Networks, Aachen 2007. Cf. D. Reed / B. Thomson / I. 
Hussey / J.-F. LeMay, Developing a Normatively Grounded Research Agenda for Fair Trade: Examining the Case of 
Canada, in: Journal of Business Ethics 92 (20�0), pp. �5�–79.

  8 A. V. Banerjee / E. Duflo, Poor Economics: Barefoot Hedge-fund Managers, Diy Doctors and the Surprising Truth 
About Life on Less Than $� a Day, London 20�2.

  9 Cf. J. Harmsen: 25 jaar Fairtrade Max Havelaar (see note 5), pp. 43–50; J. Harmsen / B. Meindertsma, 25 jaar 
Fairtrade Max Havelaar (see note 5), pp. 46–72.

�0 P. van Dam / W. van Dis, Beyond the Merchant and the Clergyman: Assessing Moral Claims About Development 
Cooperation, in: Third World Quarterly 35 (20�4) 9, pp. �636–�655.
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fining ‘good’ development above all in terms of economic impact within the countries 
which receive aid.
On the other hand, a host of studies on fair trade are concerned with recent develop-
ments in the ideas and practices of the movement. Such studies above all chart the rise of 
fair trade certification, the model which has spurred the recent surges in the turnover of 
fair trade products. Although partly retrospective, this type of studies is at least as much 
concerned with the future of fair trade.11 In their analyses, these scholars by and large 
agree that attempts to remake fair trade as a mainstream phenomenon since the 1980s 
were successful. At the same time, they are often critical of this approach, pointing to 
the limits of this kind of ‘market-driven justice’.12 By selling small amounts of fair trade 
products, large companies may attempt to co-opt the ethical claims of the movement 
without committing themselves to them.13 Consumers may choose to buy fair trade 
products not because they support the ideal of a more equal global marketplace, but 
simply to distinguish themselves as ‘good’ people through consuming ‘good’ products.14 
By looking to the marketplace for social justice, the market may also be given too much 
credit: to what extent can and should buying fair trade be a substitute for national and 
international market regulations?15

Many scholars concerned with recent developments within the movement provide a 
cursory overview of the history of fair trade. What relevance do they ascribe to the his-
tory of fair trade? First, the recent history above all of certification has been detailed in 
order for scholars to make sense of the current array of organizations and approaches in 
the field of fair trade.16 Second, the history of the movement is invoked to illustrate the 
fact that radical and more moderate groups have co-sponsored initiatives for fair trade. 
Present-day difference over the question of the viability of mainstreaming fair trade are 
traced back to a dual origin of the movement in groups promoting religious charity and 
activists promoting solidarity with Third World countries. Both groups, such accounts 
suggest, resorted to trading products from the global South, but with different inten-
tions. Whereas solidarity activists wanted to support struggles for liberation and even a 

�� Cf. G. Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee: the Prospects and Pitfalls of Market-driven Social Justice, Toronto 2007; idem, 
Alternative Trade: Legacies for the Future, Winnipeg 20�3; B. Granville / J. Dine, The Processes and Practices of Fair 
Trade: Trust, Ethics and Governance, Abingdon 20�2; M. Hudson / I. Hudson/M. Fridell, Fair Trade, Sustainability 
and Social Change, Houndmills 20�3; D. Jaffee, Brewing Justice: Fair Trade Coffee, Sustainability, and Survival, 
Berkeley 2007.

�2 M. Hudson / I. Hudson / M. Fridell, Fair trade, Sustainability and Social Change (see note ��), pp. 60–68.
�3 D. Jaffee, Weak Coffee: Certification and Co-Optation in the Fair Trade Movement, in: Social Problems 59 (20�2) 

�, p. 94–��6.
�4 G. Fridell, Fair-Trade Coffee and Commodity Fetishism: The Limits of Market-Driven Social Justice, in: Historical 

Materialism �5 (2007) 4, pp. 79–�04; K. Wheeler, Fair trade and the Citizen-consumer: Shopping for Justice?, 
Basingstoke 20�2.

�5 G. Fridell: Alternative Trade (see note ��).
�6 E. Bennett, A Short History of Fairtrade Certification Governance, in: B. Granville / J. Dine, The Processes and 

Practices of Fair Trade (see note ��), pp. 53–78.
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global overthrow of capitalism, those promoting charity sold produce to provide people 
in more dire circumstances with means to support themselves.17

A third reason why many authors allude to history is to highlight the break in the devel-
opment of the movement which purportedly occurred during the late 1980s. Scholars 
have often accentuated this break by speaking of a transition from ‘alternative trade’ to 
‘fair trade’ during these years. The introduction of product certification is regarded as 
the principal cause for this transition.18 This practice allowed companies outside the 
fair trade movement to sell individual products labeled as ‘fair’. The ‘brilliant idea’ first 
conceived by the initiators of Max Havelaar-coffee in 1988 is seen to have led to a fun-
damental transformation of the movement itself and of its social position: the movement 
started to focus on selling products on a large scale and in due course even collaborated 
with many large retail companies it formerly regarded as its enemies, such as Walmart 
and Ahold. Fair trade moved from the fringes to the mainstream.19 
Several authors have presented a more nuanced view of the history of fair trade, which 
represents the history of fair trade as a succession of ‘waves’.20 During the first wave, 
which lasted from the early postwar years until the 1960s, charitable organizations in 
the United States and in Great Britain attempted to sell handcrafted products made by 
German refugees, Puerto Rican women and other underprivileged groups in order to 
improve their living conditions. In the second half of the 1960s, a second wave took off. 
Groups promoting alternative trade set up organizations to import goods from develop-
ing countries. At the same time, a network of world shops and similar initiatives where 
people could buy these imported goods and learn about the injustices of the global trad-
ing system came into existence throughout the global North. 
The advent of a third wave is marked by the introduction of labeling and certification, 
initiated by the Max Havelaar-initiative in 1988. Similar attempts, such as CaféDirect 
in Great Britain, soon appeared. The practices of labeling and product certification soon 
spread throughout Europe and the United States. During this third wave, the new-found 
opportunities were predominantly used by organizations sympathetic to the fair trade 
movement. The fourth wave, which began around the turn of the century, has been cha-
racterized by the consolidation of the popularity of fair trade and the attempts of large 
companies to make a profit from its success by introducing fair trade products as part of 
a broader range of products targeting specific groups of consumers.

�7 D. Jaffee, Brewing Justice (see note ��), p. �2; J. Bowes ed., The Fair Trade Revolution, London 20��, pp. 3–4; M. 
von Hauff / K. Claus, Fair Trade: ein Konzept nachhaltigen Handels, Konstanz 20�2, pp. 86–89; C. Gendron / V. 
Bisaillon / A. I. Otero Rance, The Institutionalization of Fair Trade: More than Just a Degraded Form of Social Ac-
tion, in: Journal of Business Ethics 86 (2008), pp. 64–66.

�8 D. Jaffee, Daniel, Brewing justice (see note ��), p. �3; C. Gendron / V. Bisaillon / A. I. Otero Rance: The Institution-
alization of Fair Trade (see note �7), pp. 66–67; E. Bennett, A Short History of Fairtrade Certification Governance 
(see note �6), pp. 47–49; M. Hudson / I. Hudson / M. Fridell, Fair Trade, Sustainability and Social Change (see note 
��), pp. 36–37.

�9 J. Bowes, The Fair Trade Revolution (see note �7), p. 4.
20 A. Nicholls / C. Opal, Fair trade. Market-driven Ethical Consumption, London 2005, pp. �9–20; M. von Hauff / K. Claus, 

Fair Trade (see note �7), pp. 86–92; K. Wheeler, Fair Trade and the Citizen-consumer (see note �4), pp. 36–40.
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Regarding fair trade history as a succession of waves has enabled a more nuanced view, 
but retains the crucial characteristics of its cruder companions: the notion of a ‘waters-
hed’ in fair trade history during the late 1980s and the linear depiction of a movement 
slowly moving from the fringes towards the mainstream, becoming ever more successful 
on its way there. 

3. Behind the Success Story: Insights from Fair Trade Historiography 

Slowly but surely, the history of fair trade has also started to draw attention among hi-
storians. Their research cautiously raises several questions about the popular narratives of 
fair trade history. These questions primarily concern the relation of fair trade to a broader 
tradition of consumer activism, the development of the means and ends of the fair trade 
movement, and the networks of people and ideas in which the movement operated. Ta-
ken together, these historical analyses of fair trade present its history as a series of more 
or less continuous transformations rather than a history marked by a watershed during 
the late 1980s.
The recent historiographical interest in the history of consumption has provided an im-
portant impulse for a reevaluation of fair trade history. Fair trade can be regarded as one 
of many initiatives of citizens contesting the morals of their society through consump-
tion. Drawing above all on the work of Karl Polanyi, many histories of fair trade recount 
the rise of amoral modern markets, which subsequently have to be morally reclaimed by 
social movements such as the fair trade movement. Scholars such as Frank Trentmann 
have pointed out that this perspective fails to take into account the ongoing struggle over 
the morals of consumption, which presumably goes along with any form of consump-
tion from ancient times up to the present.21 Instead of regarding fair trade as a new 
phenomenon, Trentmann proposes to regard it as a variety of consumer activism. He has 
particularly highlighted the interwar campaigns to ‘Buy empire goods’ in Britain and the 
attempts stemming from the 1930s to address food security as a global problem which 
had to be solved through international organizations as immediate precursors to the fair 
trade movement.22 
Similarly, the analysis of consumer activism by Lawrence Glickman invites a view of fair 
trade activism as a specific instance of a broader tradition of consumer activism, which 
he distinguishes from the consumer movement: the latter takes consumers as its explicit 
object, whereas consumer activism uses consumption as a means to express political 
positions, therewith regarding consumers as agents of change.23 According to Glickman, 
citizens have used consumption as a means to express long-distance solidarity at least 

2� F. Trentmann, The Long History of Contemporary Consumer Society: Chronologies, Practices, and Politics in 
Modern Europe, in: Archiv für Sozialgeschichte 49 (2009), pp. �07–�28.

22 F. Trentmann, Before “Fair Trade”: Empire, Free Trade, and the Moral Economies of Food in the Modern World, in: 
Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 25 (2007) 6, pp. �079–��02.

23 L. B. Glickman, Buying Power: a History of Consumer Activism in America, Chicago 2009, p. xii.
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since the 18th century. Different episodes of consumer activism have not usually been 
regarded as instances of a longer tradition, because they served a wide range of political 
goals. As a result, the activists did not develop a ‘memory of shared political activism’, 
instead regarding their individual struggles as singular attempts at achieving their goals 
through consumer actions. They can be seen to be united by ‘a vision of the consumer as 
a potentially robust political actor, whose power extended as far as the factories, distribu-
tors, and stores (as well as the people that owned and worked in these facilities) produc-
ing and selling the goods he or she bought.’24 Comparing the statutes of the influential 
fair trade organization Transfair to the statutes of the German consumers’ league drafted 
a hundred years earlier, Harald Homann and Verena Ott have also found a shared focus 
on the perceived injustices accompanying the production of consumer goods, as well as 
similar strategies and a common, predominantly bourgeois, audience.25

Regarding fair trade as a variety of consumer activism also calls attention to a second 
corrective recent historiography has to offer to prevailing accounts of fair trade history. 
Following the common linear narrative of the growing – if ambivalent – success of fair 
trade, the focus has been almost exclusively on the attempts to sell ever more products to 
an ever wider audience. These activities have indeed been very successful since the 1980s, 
but the range of means which have been employed to further the cause of the movement 
has historically been much broader than just selling products: drawing the attention of 
the media, lobbying politicians, confronting the public in the streets with rallies or mani-
festations, pressuring businesses through boycotts or ‘shaming’ campaigns. Moreover, the 
goals connected to attempts to sell products have differed considerably. Finally, the scope 
of fair trade activism has constantly alternated between attempts to reach a broad public 
and activities self-consciously restricted to alternative niches.26

Strategies such as testing and labelling products have been a common feature of con-
sumer activism. For example, the National Consumers League whitelisted companies 
which provided good working conditions for their employees around the turn of the 
19th century.27 Discouraging consumers to buy certain goods was an equally common 
strategy both within consumer activism and throughout the history of the fair trade 
movement.28 British activists during the 1970s made note of the working-conditions 
on tea plantations from which several British companies obtained their tea.29 In similar 

24 Ibidem, pp. �–26, citation p. 5.
25 H. Homann/V. Ott, Das Europa der Konsumenten: Konsumkultur, Konsumentenmoral und Kulturkritik um �900 

und 2000, in: Themenportal Europäische Geschichte, 20�3 (http://www.europa.clio-online.de/20�3/Artic-
le=575, accessed October 4, 20�3). Cf. G.M. König, Konsumkultur: inszenierte Warenwelt um �900, Wien 2009.

26 V. Verrea, The Fair Trade Innovation (see note 6).
27 K. Kish Sklar, The Consumers’ White Label Campaign of the National Consumers’ League, �898–�9�8, in: S. Strasser / C. 

McGovern / M. Judt eds., Getting and Spending: American and European Consumption in the Twentieth Cen-
tury, New York �998, pp. �7–35.

28 L. B. Glickman, Buying Power (see note 23), pp. 303–305.
29 M. Anderson, “Cost of a Cup of Tea”: Fair Trade and the British Co-operative Movement, c. �960–2000, in: L. 

Black / N. Robertson eds., Consumerism and the Co-operative Movement in Modern British History: Taking 
Stock, Manchester 2009, pp. 243–244.
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fashion the Clean Clothes Campaign has devised ‘shaming’-campaigns which expose the 
exploitive practices of large clothing companies since the 1980s through international 
media campaigns, but also through manifestations in front of local stores of targeted 
companies.30

These examples point towards the different strategies, as well as to the array of ends, 
which have been pursued by fair trade activists. Regarding the goals of selling products, 
struggles occurred constantly over whether to regard products exclusively as symbols 
that might draw attention to unfair trading conditions, or whether sales in themselves 
were also a viable goal, because producers would benefit from them. Konrad Kuhn has 
demonstrated how the Swiss Organisation Schweiz-Dritte Welt OS3 during the 1970s and 
1980s opted to import only products that had ‘political value’, meaning that they could 
be used to inform the buying public in Switzerland about the disadvantageous structure 
of world trade regarding developing countries. At the same time, this approach alienated 
several potential partners, which wanted to focus on selling products for the benefit of 
producers, regardless of their educational potential.31 Such considerations also shaped 
international alliances: the Protestant and Catholic West-German youth groups which 
were mounting a fair trade campaign preferred to co-operate with the Dutch importing 
organization SOS Wereldhandel instead of the British Oxfam, because SOS supported the 
political approach to selling products pioneered by Dutch world shops.32

Apart from the reasons why activists sell fair trade products, consumers also have a mind 
of their own when deciding to buy these products. The historiography concerning con-
sumer activism reminds us that consumption and the expression of political sentiments 
have often gone hand in hand. Social movements such as the civil rights movement, the 
women’s movement and environmental activists have all underlined their political claims 
by developing specific practices of consumption which serve to distinguish members 
of the movement from others, but also might be used to voice support for the political 
positions represented by these products.33 Seen as such, the notion of a shift in activism 
from politics towards the market is not as straightforward as it is often presented in the 
history of fair trade.34 Buying fair trade products is an incidental act for some consumers, 
whereas to others it is a constant priority. As research by Kathryn Wheeler has pointed 
out, many fair trade supporters regard buying fair trade products as only a small part of 
their commitment: informing others about the problems of the global trading system, 
encouraging people to buy fair trade or discouraging them to buy certain other products, 

30 P. B., Making Political Consumers: The Tactical Action Repertoire of a Campaign for Clean Clothes, in: Social 
Movement Studies 9 (20�0) 3, pp. 3��–329.

3� K. Kuhn,“Handelsförderung ist notwendig und problematisch zugleich”. Die Entstehung des fairen Handels als 
neue Handels- und Unternehmensform, in: H. J. Gilomen ed., Dienstleistungen. Expansion und Transformation 
des “Dritten Sektors” (�5.-20. Jahrhundert), Zürich 2007, pp. �07–�24.

32 R. Quaas, Selling Coffee to Raise Awareness for Development Policy. The Emerging Fair Trade Market in Western 
Germany in the �970s, in: Historical Social Research 36 (20��) 3, pp. �64–�8�.

33 L. B. Glickman, Buying Power (see note 23), pp. 270–273.
34 Cf. G. Fridell, Fair Trade Coffee (see note ��).
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organizing local coalitions in order to obtain the designation of Fair Trade Town’ for their 
municipality – all these paths are regularly chosen by fair trade supporters.35 
A third corrective recent historiography has to offer concerns the importance of what 
takes place outside the marketplace. Fair trade activism has often resorted to means other 
than selling products. For example, in 1975 several Dutch world shop groups hosted a 
campaign which displayed packets of cane sugar next to packets of beet sugar to highlight 
the different retailing prices of the two. Shoppers displaying an interest were engaged in 
conversations which were not intended to sell them the sugar. Instead, they were meant 
to encourage citizens to reflect on the disadvantages the European tariff policies caused to 
sugar producers in developing countries and on how the capitalist structure of the sugar 
trade similarly oppressed European beet sugar farmers. The campaign thus aimed to un-
derline the need for people all over the world to liberate themselves from capitalism.36 
Campaigns by fair trade activists made extensive use of informing the public by dis-
tributing flyers and brochures, by staging local protest events, and by devising national 
protest rallies. Different settings provided different opportunities to promote fair trade. 
In Switzerland, the possibility of enforcing referenda on issues related to fair trade was 
an important incentive for the mobilization of a fair trade movement.37 Conversely, in 
Great Britain the Charity Commission severely restricted the possibilities for organiza-
tions concerned with development to engage the public in discussions of political di-
mensions of global inequality.38

The coalitions which the fair trade movement brought about were equally important. 
Historical analyses have long pointed out the broader network of people and ideas in 
which fair trade operated. Particularly, the close ties between fair trade and development 
have received considerable attention. Since the 1960s, the fair trade movement has been 
closely connected to other organizations concerned with development. Early contempo-
raries regularly presented the fair trade movement as part of a ‘Third World movement’.39 
Ever since, it has not been uncommon to find elaborate descriptions of fair trade initia-
tives in studies on the history of Third World movements.40 Many debates about the 
direction fair trade should take were closely tied to wider debates about trajectories of 
development. For example, Konrad Kuhn has stressed how theories of dependency were 
an important catalyst for fair trade activism during the 1970s. The demise of this per-

35 K. Wheeler, Fair Trade and the Citizen-consumer (see note �4).
36 M. Goos/W. van het Hekke, Wereldwinkels en produkten: theorie & praktijk, Utrecht �977.
37 K. Kuhn, Entwicklungspolitische Solidarität: die Dritte-Welt-Bewegung in der Schweiz zwischen Kritik und Politik 

(�975–�992), Zürich 20��, p. 4�7.
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University of Birmingham, 2008, chapter 2.
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spective during the 1980s had a centrifugal effect on fair trade groups in Switzerland.41 
This relation between fair trade and the Third World movement has lost some of its 
prominence in recent years. There appear to be two main reasons for this development. 
On the one hand, the movement was gradually eclipsed over the last twenty-five years, as 
the concept of a ‘Third World’ itself lost its appeal.42 Secondly, the successful profession-
alization of fair trade initiatives and the focus of many publications on its aim of selling 
products turned attention away from fair trade as a social movement. 
There is reason for welcoming the shift of focus away from regarding fair trade activism 
as part of a broader Third World movement. The suggestion of a Third World move-
ment as a new and largely autonomous movement was always misleading. It should 
not be disregarded as a marker of identity for groups of activists during the 1970s and 
1980s, which identified themselves and potential allies through the notion of the Third 
World. It is nonetheless of limited use as an analytical concept for analyzing fair trade 
history. Like the concept of ‘new social movements’, which is often accompanying it, 
the focus on a Third World movement precludes the longer traditions within which 
these movements were situated and the crucial importance of the coalitions they forged 
with other institutions, both ‘new’ and ‘old’, both directly concerned with development 
and oriented towards other goals.43 For example, fair trade activism has had strong and 
influential ties to ‘old’ institutions such as churches, trade unions and political parties. 
Successful formations of broad alliances between old and new institutions are among the 
more striking aspects of impactful postwar social movements such as the fair trade and 
the ‘green’ movement.
The shift away from narratives deriving from the historiography of the Third World 
movement also provides an opportunity to address the alleged division between char-
ity-minded Christian activists and radical secular groups, which has been a prominent 
feature in analyses of the Third World movement and the fair trade movement alike. In 
the Netherlands, initiatives by secular humanists to sell handicrafts on behalf of South-
ern producers at the end of the 1970s were far more moderate than the anti-capitalist 
campaigns devised by the ecumenical groups such as Sjaloom and Solidaridad during 
the 1970s and early 1980s.44 Second, in many cases, it is not all that easy to draw a 
line between Christian and secular activists. On the contrary, the successful cooperation 
between activists from diverse denominational and ideological backgrounds within the 
movement for fair trade has been one of its more striking features.45 Sebastian Tripp 
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has pointed out the importance of a shift towards the ‘world church’ as the framework 
in which local and national churches should situate themselves for the rise of many fair 
trade groups.46 The continuity between attempts to confront hunger on a global scale 
which arose in the context of the League of Nations and the United Nations during the 
1930s and 1940s and later initiatives for fair trade also demonstrate that fair trade activ-
ism has not just been a variety of development activism.47

The networks and alliances in which fair trade activists operated appear have been much 
more fluid and changeable than is suggested by an alignment of fair trade with the Third 
World movement. Ruben Quaas has pointed out how the integration of fair trade within 
the West-German alternative Milieu during the 1980s at first broadened the support for 
fair trade initiatives and paved the way for a successful combination of developmental 
and ecological concerns in fair trade initiatives since the latter half of the 1980s.48 By 
gaining distance from the perspective of fair trade as a Third World movement, depic-
tions of a break in fair trade history around the end of the 1980s are fruitfully questioned 
once more. For example, Valerio Verrea has made clear that groups promoting alterna-
tive trade with partners in the global South have continued their activities throughout 
the 1990s and 2000s.49 Conversely, Matthew Anderson has also called attention to al-
liances within the North which did not materialize, even though they appeared likely. 
For example, relations between fair trade activists and the co-operative movement and 
trade unions were awkward in Great Britain, even though members of these movements 
acknowledged overlapping goals.50

Similarly, attempts to make an impact through reaching a broad audience were by no 
means typical only of the late 1980s or of the dissolution of an earlier, more radical ver-
sion of the movement. Activists have targeted a large public with varying success since 
the 1960s. Early attempts at reforming the structure of world trade, such as the cane 
sugar campaign which was set up in the Netherlands in 1968 to address the disadvan-
tages farmers in developing countries experienced because of European trade restrictions 
and subsidies.51 This campaign was explicitly aimed at the Dutch public at large, which 
it reached through newspapers, radio and television covering its activities. It also made 
extensive use of publications which were specifically developed for the campaign. At-
tempts to establish this campaign on a European level during the early 1970s speak to 
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the ambitious perspective on the potential audience for fair trade among its proponents 
during this era.52 The attempts by the Dutch importer of fair trade goods SOS in the 
early 1970s to expand its operations to cover Western Europe entirely also speak to the 
large ambitions and considerable successes during the early days of fair trade history.53

Taken together, these insights from fair trade historiography invalidate histories recoun-
ting the success story of fair trade resulting from a sudden transformation at the end of 
the 1990s or as a succession of waves during each of which the movement expanded. 
Surely, if the success of fair trade is measured merely in economic terms of sales, it is 
tempting to regard the late 1980s as a watershed and to dismiss earlier instances of fair 
trade as a pre-history of mostly marginal initiatives. Looking beyond sales figures, howe-
ver, the 1980s did not bring about a watershed, but rather saw new ideas and strategies 
evolving much as they had in earlier years. On the one hand, new attempts to engage a 
broad public did not put an end to existing practices of alternative trade. The palette of 
activities employed by the movement has continued to include a host of activities other 
than selling products. The impressive sales figures easily draw the attention of observers 
away from the continued relevance of attempts to raise awareness about economic in-
justice, boycotts, shaming campaigns and political lobbying, as well as from new initia-
tives such as the private-public partnerships for fair trade forged through the ‘fair trade 
towns’-campaign. 
On the other hand, attempts to reach the mainstream during the latter half of the 1980s 
were closely connected to earlier attempts to reach a broad public, which had in some 
instances also been highly impactful. They grew out of forms of co-operation which had 
been forged since the late 1970s, such as the relationship between promotors of fair trade 
and ecological approaches. The evolution of the fair trade movement during the 1980s 
closely resembles the trajectory of organizations such as Médicins sans Frontières, which 
according to Eleanor Davey developed a more pragmatic and professional, less overtly 
ideological approach, without giving up on public engagement for moral causes.54 
The causes for this shift – which are still very much debated – include the disenchant-
ment with radical politics at home and with the actual achievements of leftist ‘distant 
paradises’ abroad. Actors from the global South also played a crucial role: they stressed 
the need to move beyond symbolic actions by addressing acute problems through prac-
tical measures. The relationships between partners from the South and the North which 
had become closer since the late 1960s thus provided an important spark for the reori-
entation of many initiatives for transnational solidarity. In the case of fair trade, for some 
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groups a more pragmatic and professional approach entailed a reorientation in means, 
if usually not in ideas – selling more coffee during the 1980s could just as well be un-
dertaken in support the revolutionary Nicaraguan government as it could be employed 
to support co-operatives of small farmers. The pragmatic approach led to a broadening 
of the repertoire to include selling products through regular retailing channels such as 
supermarkets, thus providing a broader audience with an opportunity to participate.
The limits of the recent success story of fair trade thus come into view. Many factors 
contributing to the rising sales figures were not the result of new strategies within the 
movement, but instead caused by changes outside of it. The drive for professionalization 
and mainstreaming within the movement came along gradually and was just one shift 
in a series of transformations. Before fair trade took a pragmatic turn during the 1980s, 
a focus on ‘liberation’ abroad and at home had replaced the aim of restructuring of the 
global market through international politics around the beginning of the 1970s.55 Dur-
ing the 1990s, the focus on small producers would notably increase. The history of the 
fair trade is better understood as a series of transformations than as a history of two parts 
divided by a single dividing line between a marginal existence and a success which is 
predominantly defined through sales figures. 
The linear success story ignores the ups and downs which have marked the history of fair 
trade and tends to idealize the movement’s past.56 As Matthew Anderson has recently 
pointed out, such idealizations tend to underplay the positives of the present and the 
negatives of the past. For example, it underplays the commercial approach of many fair 
trade activists during the 1960s and 1970s, whilst overemphasizing the recent impor-
tance of mainstreaming.57 In locating a shift from radical to mainstream strategies during 
the 1980s, it all too readily mirrors the demise of the hopes of activists who regarded 
the Third World as a locus of global transformation.58 It thus largely ignores the differ-
ent approaches towards the issue of fair trade among activists.59 The success story finally 
ignores past fair trade activism which did not have similarly spectacular results. It is by 
examining campaigns that failed, however, that we can better understand the reasons 
for the successes of other initiatives. Such failed alternatives might also provide useful 
impulses for current debates. 
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4. Contesting Postcolonial Globalization

The rich image emerging from the historiography discussed above goes beyond the ‘hot’ 
debates about fair trade history, which have presented a one-sided account of this history 
by focusing on the story of unparalleled commercial success since the 1980s and the vi-
ability of mainstreaming. Recent historiography challenges the common notion that the 
movement is unique in its ideas, strategies and means. This historical contextualization 
of fair trade therefore challenges us to rethink what distinguishes it from other forms 
of transnational activism and to find a framework which unites the wide variety of net-
works, ideas and initiatives around the notion of ‘fair trade’ since the 1960s.
The identification as a Third World movement, as wereldwinkel, Eine-Welt-Laden or 
Magasin du Monde points towards a characteristic of fair trade activism which may serve 
as a point of departure. As David Kuchenbuch has pointed out, the 1960s saw the rise 
of a specific moral view of daily life, which centered around regarding the world as 
interdependent and therefore pleaded to consider individual decisions in the light of 
their effects on ‘the world’.60 In this vein, fair trade activists not just operated within an 
increasingly interconnected world. With their actions, they were explicitly addressing the 
issue of global interconnectedness especially between the North and the South. In argu-
ing that Northern consumers, companies and governments should consider their actions 
in relation to global development, they specifically contested a postcolonial world order. 
Their asserted connection between a view of a ‘moral economy’ of North-South-relations 
to daily life in the North can be regarded a novel element, which has been continually 
present in fair trade activism.61

Views of global development could take many different forms, ranging from the idea 
that equal access to global markets would suffice to even out current inequalities bet-
ween North and South, to attempts to realize a globally governed division of labor, or 
to pleas to support autonomous development beyond global capitalism. The demise of 
Third Worldism from this perspective did not end the attempts to challenge postcoloni-
al globalization around 1989. Attempts to sell fair trade products through mainstream 
channels were argued for by pointing towards the larger difference which increased sales 
could make for producers in the global South. Recent attempts to ‘bring the moral char-
ge home’ by demanding fair trade for producers in European countries have put pressure 
on the exclusive link between fair trade and development, just as attempts to link fair 
trade to a struggle for liberation in the lives of world shop members caused uneasiness 
during the 1970s and 1980s. Nevertheless, the critique of a North-South-divide in the 
global distribution of wealth continues to be an essential underpinning of the arguments 
presented by fair trade activists.
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Fair trade can be regarded postcolonial first because it occurred in an era shaped directly 
and indirectly by decolonization. The calls to reform the structure of the global market 
were carried above all by countries from the global South, who explicitly framed their 
attempts at reform as initiatives – such as the United Nations Conferences on Trade 
and Development (UNCTAD) since 1964 – to overcome the legacy of colonialism. As 
Giuliano Garavini has pointed out regarding the motives behind European economic 
cooperation, institutions such as the European tariffs with which these initiatives took 
issue were partly the result of attempts to account for the effects of decolonization.62 
Second, fair trade activism in the global North can be examined as a postcolonial phe-
nomenon, because it was reacting to initiatives from the global South, such as the UNC-
TAD-conferences and the critique of global capitalism formulated by voices from the 
Third World. Thus, the agency of actors from the global South comes into focus, just as 
its limits – which became apparent in the failure of achieving reforms through platforms 
such as UNTCAD – were an important force behind the attempts to publicize the is-
sue within the Northern countries themselves. Lastly, taking up Bill Schwarz’s notion 
of postcoloniality, fair trade can be regarded as an initiative which challenged existing 
notions of morality by linking notions of citizenship to the perspective of global devel-
opment and by giving a voice to groups challenging those in power by mobilizing the 
public behind alternative views of a global moral economy.63 Moreover, Northern activ-
ists took their cue from their Southern partners in framing their challenge as an attempt 
to overcome a colonial order. In some instances, the colonial legacy was directly linked 
to the colonial past of the country in which the activists were located. In other instances, 
activists presented the global economic structures which they challenged as the result of 
a continuation of colonial exploitation.
Fair trade history can thus be connected to a developing body of work which highlights 
the importance of decolonization and the postcolonial condition for post-war history. It 
creates a stimulating relation between insights about postcolonial history and the histori-
ography of globalization.64 One does not need to go as far as to claim that postcoloniality 
was the single most influential phenomenon in postwar history in order to recognize it 
as one of its defining and often overlooked features.65 Postcolonial globalization provides 
a fitting framework to analyze the postwar relations between North and South. Matthew 
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Anderson’s analysis of ‘partnership’ within the fair trade movement point out that the 
tensions surrounding the relationship between actors in North and South were not just 
present where ‘aid’ was provided by the North. Although actors in the South provided 
both the products and the legitimization for fair trade activism, members of the move-
ment were constantly at odds about how and how much they should determine the 
course of action.66 
However, postcolonial globalization also shaped the relations within the South and 
North themselves. Regarding the South, the history of fair trade points to ways in which 
decolonization invited postcolonial states to present themselves as nation-states and 
to co-operate in order to gain influence within the international community and thus 
address issues of global inequality.67 In shaping postcolonial globalization, the South 
converged around the notion of the nation-state and attempts to co-operate as a sepa-
rate block in global politics. Such attempts could also prove divisive, as the politics of 
oil since the 1970s proved on the international level, just as successful relations with 
Northern partners in the course of fair trade initiatives could create new disparities in 
individual regions. 
Regarding postcolonial globalization in the North, the history of fair trade suggests that 
a postcolonial perspective is relevant beyond the lives of migrants from former colonies.68 
The ways in which Northern states conducted global politics and in which the European 
project was directed also took shape within a world explicitly and implicitly shaped by 
postcolonial conditions.69 Closer to home, fair trade history shows how postcolonial 
globalization challenged the ways in which people thought about their responsibilities as 
citizens and as consumers, shaped critiques of the moral economy and drove attempts to 
make governments and companies accept a newly defined global economic responsibil-
ity.70 The relevance of postcoloniality for such a wide array of issues within and between 
South and North thus invites us to explore the perspective of postcolonial globalization 
for postwar history. To this end, the history of fair trade provides a highly stimulating 
point of entry.
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